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Unfortunately it won't work with the latest versions of the XP-870 and XP-860. Also the reset instructions for these printers are very old. Try this link instead.
https://support.epson.com/us/en/document/tech_insights/release_notes/revised_tab_convert_label_firmware_page Finally, I had the same problem (after waiting for days) and also

found that the printer would not reset and would freeze in the same step if I tried to reset it. It is almost always best to do a hard shutdown (power button for 5 seconds, then
power button off) before attempting to reset. This is especially true if there are any other devices connected to the printer or if there are currently jobs being printed. Resetting
may throw you out of the firmware. Finally, look to see if it has been "trouble free" for a few months (before attempting to reset it). Sometimes (depending on the model) will

throw a code for a condition that has been corrected or has been "silently" corrected by the time I get to it. If not, you can (as last resort) reset the printer and return it to Epson.
Of course, shipping and return is on them. To start you would need to identify what was sent to the printer (Model, serial number etc.) The Epson website has many different

versions to choose from, I picked the one that ended with XP-422 (not sure what the '421' was all about). You could try sending a hardware reset to the printer as well, perhaps it
will let you reset the firmware to the latest. Please let us know if it helps :) Hi Daren, the XP-245 is one of the obscure international models that was never available in the USA and

hasn't had firmware readily available for download. Even on the UK/Europe Epson site they don't directly provide firmware updates, unlike the USA models. I'm afraid you won't
have any luck finding older firmware for it. Even the dedicated reset tools that cost money seem to only support up to the XP-235 to my knowledge. My advice would be to stop

any future firmware updates and in time you should be able to find new re-manufactured ink that is compatible with the current firmware version, but you will need to check with
the ink supplier to be sure.
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setting this to true if the source values are delta values since the last reading instead of absolute values. when this option is enabled, each new value received will be added as-is
to the utility meter instead of adding the difference between the new value and previous value. for example, you should enable this when the source sensor returns readings like
1, 0.5, 0.75 versus 1, 1.5, 2.25. so you can reset heater by yourself. for that you need simple hardware reset. watch video tutorial how to check your heater you can also check

your heater indicator by yourself if you have a "temperature indicator" on your printer front panel. on some models, you can change the setting that will display the temperature
on the front panel. otherwise, you can watch video tutorial how to watch your heater on your printer front panel. for full printer functionality, keep in mind that not every printer is
backed by an internet connection. to send printer diagnostics, you must first connect to the internet and in some cases, send a valid code first. effort (and cost) will vary based on
your printer model. you can find the status of these actions in the help and manuals of your printer. so, for example, with wic reset utility you can reset both printer and waste ink
counters in less then 2 minutes. while with wic reset utility in full mode you can fix the problem with waste ink counter and heater in about 10 minutes. and in this case you should

follow these steps. how to fix waste ink counter with epson service center 5ec8ef588b
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